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Enhancing JULES Digital Learning Avatar with Artificial Intelligence 
 

An MoU seals a new collaboration that features ICONTEK’s existing Natural Language 

Processing ("NLP") engine with JULES’ product and blockchain-based platform 

 

Singapore, 3 October 2018 – To develop and enhance JULES’ product range and blockchain 

platform, iConTek Technology Limited (“ICONTEK”) will integrate their proprietary NLP 

Artificial Intelligence (“A.I.”) engine that will power the JULES Digital Learning Avatar. 

JULES and ICONTEK will begin the joint-collaboration to develop this A.I. for JULES' digital 

literacy product such as its proprietary School of Fish (“SOF”) Curriculum. It is believed to be 

the first of its kind integration into a Computational Thinking Curriculum designed for 

children.  

 

Key development features of the A.I. will include the creation of a chatbot  - based on voice 

and text input, data mining, and analysis of personal learning records, as well as search 

engine matching through personalised requirements.  

 

“With the help of this new A.I. engine, JULES is able to collect data and improve our 

understanding of our users’ learning and preferences. It will also allow us to curate suitable 

content, as the A.I. in the JULES Digital Learning Companion will learn unique traits based 

on users’ behaviour and attributes, with increasing accuracy over time,” said Mr Jonathan 

Chan, Founder and CEO of JULES. 

“JULES brings together the best in modern technology to teach children invaluable skills. 

Their products – such as School of Fish - make learning Computational Thinking engaging, 

customized and intuitive. It is precisely this level of user experience that ICONTEK seeks to 

enable, and we’re particularly excited about partnering with JULES to make it happen for 

children’s education. With the education sector so far behind the curve in terms of using 

machine learning, we are confident that these products will set new standards for future 

generations,” said Mr Grant Yu, Founder and CEO of ICONTEK. 

### 

About JULES 

JULES (http://juleszone.com/) is the preeminent software technology education company 

(“EdTech”), providing Digital Literacy solutions to develop 21st-century skills. The company’s 

first product, “School of Fish” Computational Thinking Curriculum, is the world’s first 

Curriculum that teaches preschool children foundational coding concepts and cognitive 

reasoning skills. Learning Computational Thinking equips children with problem solving 

skills, allowing them to achieve optimal results in learning any subject.  
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About ICONTEK 

Making human interaction with machines as intuitive as possible. ICONTEK’s automated 

conversational interfaces enable brilliant user experiences. With its next-generation, 

statistics-based natural language processing (NLP) engines, ICONTEK sets a new standard 

for ease of use, quality of user experience, and speed to impact for operators. 
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